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Abstract
Here projective resolutions for the q-Weyl modules over the q-Schur algebra are given using
the quantum multilinear algebra of Hashimoto and Hayashi and the implicit description of pro-
jective modules over the q-Schur algebra as tensor products of quantum divided powers. They
are given by a mapping cone construction on short exact sequences of generalized Weyl mod-
ules attached to shapes and are a specic instance of a general algorithm included in the paper.
The proof of the short exactness of these sequences requires a proof of the Pieri rule, giving a
ltration for the tensor product of a q-Weyl module with a quantum tensor divided power with
sections that are q-Weyl modules, here proven for the quantum situation. The proof further builds
on the letterplace techniques developed by Rota and Buchsbaum and realized for the quantum
situation as codeterminants by Green. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 17B37; 20G05
0. Introduction
The q-Schur algebras, Sq(n; r) of Dipper and James [4] now come with an integral
form dened over the ring A= Z[q; q−1] which stands in a pivotal position between
several representation theories of independent interest. On the one hand, specialization
to q = 1 gives the classical Schur algebras, S(n; r), whose representation theory is
equivalent to the polynomial representation theory of the general linear group. Further
interest is generated by the presence of an idempotent 1 6= e2 S(n; r), for n r, such
that eS(n; r)e = Sr , the symmetric group on r letters. This naturally gives rise to
a functor, the Schur functor, which carries representations of the Schur algebra to
representations of a symmetric group having many nice properties. On the other hand,
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when q is specialized to a prime power, the representation theory of the resulting
algebra is that of the polynomial representations of the quantum deformation of the
enveloping algebra of the general linear group [3,5]. In analogy to the classical case,
there is again a nontrivial idempotent inducing a well-dened functor but this time
to the representation theory of the Hecke algebra associated to a symmetric group.
However, here we get also a well-dened second functor whose range is the category
of representations for a nite general linear group in nondening characteristic. As a
nal link, these algebras are the homomorphic image of a ring map from Lusztig’s A
form for his quantum groups of type A [2,12].
Like its classical counterpart, Sq(n; r) is quasi-hereditary with standard objects, q(),
indexed by the partitions of r into at most n parts. These algebras were originally
dened as the endomorphism rings for certain ideals of the Hecke algebras analogous
to the Young modules of the symmetric group. Later, it became clear that these algebras
were Morita equivalent to an endomorphism ring over a slightly larger module which
could be made into a quantum tensor space. The action of the generators for the
Hecke algebra acting on this space identify a Yang-Baxter operator on tensor space
and Hashimoto and Hayashi [9] used this operator to construct a quantum deformation
of the divided powers algebra and so give a set of generators and relations for the
standard objects.
In this paper we give characteristic free, that is over A, projective resolutions for
a class of representations including the standard modules in terms of tensor products
of quantum divided powers. The paper consists of four sections. The rst consists
of preliminaries needed later in the discussion. The second gives a set of axiomatic
conditions for the construction of projective resolutions. The third section identies
elements of the q-Schur algebra analogous to the box maps of Akin et al. [1] and
Hashimoto and Hayashi [9] used to describe the multilinear algebraic presentation of the
standard modules. This gives a proof of the Pieri decomposition rule for the quantum
case. In the last section a class of modules is given which satises the axioms of the
rst section and so give the resolutions.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Shapes
A partition,  = (1; : : : ; n), is a sequence of nonincreasing nonnegative integers.
The transpose of this partition, ~, is the partition ( ~1; : : : ; ~1 ), with ~i = jfj: j  igj.
A bannered partition is a triple,  = (; i; t) = (1; : : : ; n; i; t), with  a partition, and
0<i n and t is nonnegative integers. So a partition, , is the bannered partition
(; i; 0). To each bannered partition we may associate a Young Diagram, D, the set
of ordered pairs of integers (j; k), such that 0<j n and 0<k  t + i if j = i and
t < k  t+j, otherwise. The weight of a bannered partition, , is jj=t+
P
j. For any
such diagram, a lling or tableau of the diagram is a function, F(j; k), whose domain
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is D and whose range is the positive integers. A lling can be given by the placement
of the appropriate integers in the Young diagram and so we refer to F(j; k) as the
(j; k)th entry of the lling. The content of a lling is (a1; a2; : : :) where aj=jfF−1(j)gj.
For any bannered partition, = (1; : : : ; n; i; t), let FR; be the lling of 
FR;(j; k) =
(
1 +   + j−1 + k − t if j< i;
1 +   + j−1 + k if j i;
and
FC;(j; k) =
(
k if k  t;
~1 +   + ~k−t−1 + k + j if k > t:
Thus FR; lls each box with sequential integers starting with 1 and reading left to right
and then up to down and FC; lls each box with sequential integers top to bottom and
then left to right. Let  be the unique permutation of f1; : : : ; jjg, , which carries
FR; to FC;, that is FC; =   FR;.
A lling, F , of a partition diagram, D, is called row standard if for each j and k <k 0
with (j; k), (j; k 0)2D, F(j; k)F(j; k 0). It is called costandard if it is row standard
and further satises for each k and j< j0, (j; k), (j0; k)2D, F(j; k)<F(j0; k).
1.2. The q-Schur algebra
Let k = Fq, the eld of q elements, and E = kn, the n-dimensional vector space
over k. For a xed r, let Fr be the set of r-step partial ags of E; that is, chains of
subspaces
0 = E0E1   Er = E:
We let GLn(k) act on the ags by extending the action of GLn(k) which sends each
subspace EiE to its image under g2GLn(k). Then GLn(k) also acts on Fr Fr
diagonally. Let = (Fr Fr)=GLn(k).
The elements of  are in one-to-one correspondence with the rr matrices, A=(aij),
with integer entries and
P
i; j aij = n. The correspondence is given by the rule: for
= ((E0E1   Er), (E00E01   E0r))2 put
aij = dim
Ei−1 + (Ei \ E0j)
Ei−1 + (Ei \ E0j−1)
:
Sq(n; r) has as basis the set of symbols feA jA2g. Multiplication is then given by
eA  eB = gA;B;CeC , where if eC corresponds to (f;f0), then
gA;B;C = #f ~f2Fr j (f; ~f) corresponds to A and ( ~f;f0) corresponds to Bg:
It is shown in [2] that this gives a well-dened algebra, and, in [6], that this algebra
corresponds to the quantum Schur algebra of Dipper and James.
In addition to the basis given by [2], we will need another basis of the q-Schur
algebra; namely the basis of standard q-codeterminants. First, we associate to any
A2 two tableaux. The tableau TA is a row-standard lling of the Young diagram
corresponding to the shape (!1; : : : ; !r) where !j=
P
i Aij. The entry i occurs aij times
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in the jth row. If the diagram is a partition shape and the lling is costandard, then we
say A is costandard. Dually, the tableau T 0A is the row standard lling of the Young
diagram corresponding to the shape (!1; : : : ; !r) where !i=
P
j Aij. Then j occurs aij
times in the ith row. When the diagram is a partition and the lling is costandard, we
refer to A as standard. A standard q-codeterminant is the product, eA  eA0 , where A is
costandard and A0 is standard. Note that this forces A to be strictly lower triangular and
A0 strictly upper triangular. It is then shown in [8] that the standard q-codeterminants
form a basis for the q-Schur algebra.
1.3. Quantum multilinear algebra
I next describe quantum deformations of standard multilinear algebras as given by
Hashimoto and Hayashi [9]; these include the symmetric, exterior and divided powers
algebras over a free module. Let E be a free module over A = Z[q; q−1] with basis
fe1; : : : ; eng. We let E 2EndA(E ⊗ E) be the Yang{Baxter operator dened by
E(ei ⊗ ej) =
8<
:
ei ⊗ ei for i = j;
qej ⊗ ei for i< j;
(1− q2)ei ⊗ ej + qej ⊗ ei for i> j:
Let T (E) be the tensor algebra on E, that is T (E) =
P
i2Z E
⊗i with product given
by \concatenation", that is an homogeneous elements by the rule ei1 ⊗    ⊗ eir . ej1 ⊗
   ⊗ ejs 7! ei1 ⊗    ⊗ eir ⊗ ej1 ⊗    ⊗ ejs . The action of E on E ⊗ E denes an
action of the braid group Br on Tr(E) = E⊗r , and, by abuse of notation in the use
of the tensor sign, on Tk(E) ⊗ Tr−k(E) = Tr(E) by having the generator si act as
E(si) = 1⊗i−1 ⊗ E ⊗ 1⊗r−i−1 and extending to a homomorphism. Since there is a
standard map Sr ! Br , this denes an action of the symmetric group, as well. Given
Ti(E)⊗ Tj(E), put ij 2Si+j by ij(k)= j+ k if k  i and ij = k − i, otherwise. Then
E(ij) denes a map Ti(E) ⊗ Tj(E) ! Tj(E) ⊗ Ti(E). This allows us to dene a
twisted product on T (E)⊗ T (E) by the composition of maps
Ti(E)⊗ Tj(E)⊗ Tk(E)⊗ Tl(E)
1⊗E(jk )⊗1−−−−−−! Ti(E)⊗ Tk(E)⊗ Tj(E)⊗ Tl(E)
m⊗m−! Ti+k(E)⊗ Tj+l(E):
We can now describe a bialgebra structure on T (E). The unit is given by the embed-
ding of A into the degree 0 piece. The comultiplication is given by (ei)=ei⊗1+1⊗ei
for ei 2T1(E) and extending to an algebra map using the twisted multiplication dened
above. The counit, , is given as jT0(E) : T0(E) =A and jTi(E) = 0 for i> 0.
The q-symmetric, SE, and q-exterior, E, algebras are quotient algebras of T (E).
The q-symmetric algebra is dened as the tensor algebra modulo the ideal generated
by hei ⊗ ej − qej ⊗ ei (i< j)i. The q-exterior algebra is dened as the tensor algebra
modulo the ideal generated by hei ⊗ ei (all i); qei ⊗ ej + ej ⊗ ei (i< j)i: The algebra
and coalgebra structures pass to both factor algebras.
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The q-divided powers algebra, DE, is dened as the graded dual to the q-symmetric
algebra on E. The multilinear algebras, SE, E and DE are N0 graded. For any tuple
of nonnegative integers a=(a1; : : : ; am), we out AaE=A(a1 ;:::;am) =Aa1E⊗  ⊗AamE for
A any of S,  or D. In order to produce projective resolutions of the Weyl modules
we will need the following.
Proposition 1.1. Sq(n; r) =
L
a‘r DaE as a module over itself; where a ranges over
all compositions.
Proof. I show that Aq(n; r) =
L
a‘r SaE as comodule over Aq(n; r). The proposition
then follows by duality. We have the usual A linear isomorphism carrying the basis
element x1j11x1j12    x1j1a1    xrjrar to ej11ej12    ej1a1 ⊗    ⊗ ejr1    ejrar . We must show
this is a comodule map. But this is immediate.
1.4. Quantized Weyl modules
We next dene the Weyl modules; the Weyl map associated to the bannered partition
= (1; : : : ; n; i; t) is the following composition:
D(1 ;:::; i−1 ; i+t; i+1 ;:::; n)E
⊗⊗−−−−!E⊗jj
E()−−!E⊗jjm⊗⊗m−−−−!1E⊗t ⊗ ( ~1 ;:::; ~1 )E;
where  is repeated comultiplication in the divided powers algebra to degree 1 terms,
 is the permutation of the tensands as dened above, and m is multiplication in the
exterior algebra. The Weyl module, K(;i; t)E, is the image of this map. In the case where
the bannered partition is in fact a partition we will use the notation () in place of
KE to better conform to current usage. For these latter modules, the composition of
the following maps is 0:
uv : D(1 ;:::; u+s;:::; v−s;:::; n)E ! D(1 ;:::; i ;:::; n)E ! ();
where 0<u<v n and 0<s v. The rst map is the composition
D(1 ;:::; u+s;:::; v−s;:::; n)E
1⊗⊗⊗⊗1−−−−−−−−!D(1 ;:::; u;s;:::; v−s;:::; n)E
E(	u+1v)−−−−−!D(1 ;:::;s;v−s;:::; n)E:
1⊗⊗m⊗⊗1−−−−−−−−!D(1 ;:::;;i+t;:::; n)E;
where 	 u+ 1v2 Sjj is the cyclic permutation (u+ 1u+ 2 : : : v).
2. On projective resolutions
The goal of this section is to axiomatize a set of conditions sucient for the con-
struction of projective resolutions. To begin, we suppose that we are working with
an algebra, A, over a unitary commutative ring, R, which is free of nite rank as a
module over R. We assume we have a pair (F; ), with F a full subcategory of
A-mod consisting of modules free of nite rank over R and  : Ob F ! N0 subject
to
(1) for each M 2F we have a xed R-basis fm1; : : : ; mrg,
(2) all projectives appearing in F are of the form A for some idempotent 2A,
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(3) (M) = 0 if and only if M is projective,
(4) for every M 2F with (M)> 0, there is a short exact sequence
0! N1 ! N2 ! M ! 0
with N1; N2 2F and both (N1)<(M) and (N2)<(M).
It is immediate then that every M 2F is a factor of some projective and that every
surjection in F is R split. Thus given any surjection M  N the basis of N , assured
by condition (1) in F, lifts to a basis for an R direct summand of M .
We now x a short sequence
0! N1 ! N2 ! M ! 0
for each nonprojective M 2F, with N1; N2 2F and both (N1)<(M) and (N2)
<(M). With these sequences we construct a directed graph for each M 2F which
encodes a resolution. For M projective let TREE(M) consist of a single vertex labelled
M . Otherwise, assume that TREE(N ) is dened for all N with (N )<(M) and then
put TREE(M) equal to TREE(N1) [ TREE(N2) with an additional vertex labelled by
M and two new directed edges N1 ! N2 and N2 ! M .
Denition. For any projective M 2F, let Kernels(M) be the empty set. Otherwise for
nonprojective M 2F, let the chosen short exact sequence be
0! N1 ! N2 ! M ! 0
and put Kernels(M) = Kernels(N1) + Kernels(N2) + N1.
Denition. The projective vertices are the vertices labelled by a projective module.
For each module N 2TREE(M) there is a unique path connecting N to M . For each
projective vertex P 2TREE(M) we let the degree(P) be the number of kernels this
path passes through, including P should it be a kernel. We then have:
Theorem 2.1. Each module M 2F has a projective resolution whose degree i terms
consist of a direct sum of projectives corresponding to the projective vertices of
degree(i) in TREE(M).
Proof. If (M) = 1, then the chosen short exact sequence ts the bill. Otherwise, as-
sume the theorem true for all N 2F with (N )<(M). Let the short exact sequence
chosen for M be
0! N1 ! N2 ! M ! 0:
Then M has a projective resolution given as a mapping cone of a resolution of N1
mapping to a resolution of N2. By the induction hypothesis, we may assume these
satisfy the theorem. So M has a projective resolution whose degree i projectives are
exactly the degree i projectives of the resolution of N2 and the degree i − 1 pro-
jectives of the resolution of N1. But the projectives of TREE(M) are exactly those
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of TREE(N1) plus those of TREE(N2). The paths from the projectives coming from
the TREE(N2) pass through the same number of kernels in TREE(M) as the paths did
in TREE(N2) while those from projectives in TREE(N1) pass through the additional
kernel at N1.
Next, we want to construct dierentials. Since each degree of the resolution is a nite
direct sum of projective modules the dierentials are given by their components from
one projective summand to one projective summand. The tree structure gives one such
component for each projective summand save that appearing in degree 0. To make this
explicit I need two maps from vertices to vertices. I describe the rst: for each module,
N , occurring in TREE(M), let P(N ), be the unique projective linked to this module
by a path passing through no kernels. This is a projective module which surjects onto
N . For the second, given any projective vertex, P 2TREE(M), we let K(P) be the
rst kernel on the path connecting P to M , being the module itself if it is a kernel.
Now let P be a projective vertex. There is a unique map corresponding to the arrow
from K(P) to some N and this lifts to a map from P to P(N ). The collection of all
these maps gives the components claimed. Call these maps the skeletal maps and, as a
matter of notation, call the component whose domain is P; @P . Note that each skeletal
map is a lift of N1 ! N2 to their projective covers for some short exact sequence in
our list of chosen sequences. We assume now that we x a particular choice for each
short exact sequence.
The next step is to provide a means for constructing splitting homotopies for the
dierentials we obtain. To this end it will be necessary to write down a basis for a
direct sum complement to the cycles in each degree. This basis will, in fact, consist of
a lifting of the basis guaranteed by condition (3) of the axioms. In this situation, for
each projective, P, in TREE(M) we let B(P) be the linear span of a basis for K(P)
lifted to P. We then have, by an induction, that Bi=
P
P;deg(P)=i K(P) is a basis for the
boundaries in degree i − 1; that is, di jBi is injective and Pi−1 = Zi−1
L
R di(Bi). This
follows from the following more general set-up. Let L and M be free modules over
some commutative ring, R, with free resolutions (P1 ; d
1) and (P2 ; d
2), respectively.
We then have that Pij=B
i
j−1
L
R Z
i
j ; i=1; 2 where B
i
j−1 is the degree j−1 boundaries
and Zij are the degree j cycles.
Theorem 2.2. Let 0! L! M be a pure injection induced by a map P10 ! P20. Then
a mapping cone of @ :P1 ! P2 ; lifting the map in degree 0; gives a resolution of
M=L; (Q; d); in which Qj = P1j−1
L
R P
2
j . For j> 1; put Bj−1 = B
1
j−2
L
R B
2
j−1. We
then have Qj = Bj−1
L
R Zj; that is; a basis for Bj−1 is a basis for the boundaries in
degree j − 1 in Q.
Proof. For full details, see Kluczink [11].
Now I give a construction for the dierential maps appearing in the resolution. I
being with:
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Lemma 2.3. Let P be a projective vertex of degree 1. Then the map d1 jP :P ! P0
is @P .
Proof. The lemma is clearly true for those M with (M) = 1 for then @N1 :N1 !
N2 is the projective resolution. Assume then that the lemma is true for all N with
(N )<(M). Let the short exact sequence chosen for M be
0! N1 ! N2 ! M ! 0:
The skeletal maps for M are the skeletal maps for N1 plus those for N2 plus the maps
including N1 ! N2 and N2 ! M . The mapping cone construction is begun in the
following diagram:
P21??yd21
P10
@P0−! P20 :??y ??y
0 ! N1 ! N2
By induction d21 is a coproduct of skeletal maps and so the proof is complete.
Thus d1 :P1 ! P0 is given. We have P0=R ker(P0 ! M) R M and by the same
induction argument as in the above lemma that a basis for ker(P0 ! M) is the
image under d1 of a basis for B1. Thus the homotopy is given by s0 jM = 0 and
s0 jker(P0!M) : ker(P0 ! M) = B1 is given by the isomorphism between these bases.
Now suppose that dierentials have been constructed
Pj−1
dj−1−!Pj−2 dj−2−!   d1−!P0
along with splitting homotopies
P0
s0−!P1 s1−!   sj−2−!Pj−1:
Notice that both dj−1 and sj−2 must preserve abstract weight spaces. We want to
construct the dierential dj :Pj ! Pj−1. This map can be constructed on each projective
summand of Pj corresponding to a projective vertex. Let P=AP be such a summand.
We have e = dj−1  @P  P 2 PPj−2 \ Zj−2. Let e0 = sj−2e and note that since both
dj−1 and sj−2 preserve weight spaces, e0 2 PPj−1. If Pj−1 = Ak with projections
k :Pj−1 ! Ak . Then k(e0)2 PAk and there is a well-dened map P ! Ak given
by multiplication on the right by k(e0). Let  :P ! Pj−1 be the product of these
maps and put dP = (@P − ) :P ! Pj−1. Put dj =
P
dp. As part of the proof of the
next theorem we have the resulting map dj :Bj ! Pj−1 is injective and splits over
R. Let Yj−1 be an R direct summand of Pj−1 which is an orthogonal complement to
dj(Bj). Then we can put sj−1 jYj−1 = 0 and sj−1 jdj(Bj ) :dj(Bj) = Bj. Thus the recursive
construction may continue.
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Theorem 2.4. (P; d) is a projective resolution of the module M: s is a splitting
homotopy for this resolution.
Proof. I prove the theorem by induction on (M). If (M)=1, then the chosen exact
sequence is the projective resolution (P; d). s0 is the R-isomorphism splitting the
injection. So the theorem is true in this case.
Now assume the theorem true for all modules, N with (N )<(M). Let
0! N1 ! N2 ! M ! 0
be the short exact sequence chosen for M . Then by the induction hypothesis N1 (re-
spectively, N2) has the projective resolution (P1 ; d
1
) (respectively (P
2
 ; d
2
)). Let their
homotopies, also assured by the induction hypothesis, be denoted by s1 (respectively,
s2). To prove the induction step I will show that (P; d) is a mapping cone for a map
P1 ! P2 lifting N1 ! N2. As given in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we have the projec-
tives appearing in Pi are the direct sum of those appearing in P1i−1 and P
2
i . Consider
the diagram
...
...??y03 ??y03
P12
@2−! P22??y2 ??y02
P11
@1−! P21??y1 ??y01
P10
@0−! P20??yd ??y
0 −! N1 −! N2
where j is dj+1 jP1j followed by projection to P1j−1; @j is dj+1 jP1j followed by projection
to P2j and 
0
j is dj jP2j followed by projection onto P2j−1. It is clear that @0 is the map
inducing the embedding N1 ! N2, since this is how the skeletal maps are dened.
Therefore, to prove the claim it is sucient to prove that 0j = d
2
j and j = d
1
j since
then @j−1  j + 0j  @j = 0 by construction.
First I show 0j = d
2
j . This is clear for j= 1 since, in each case, the dierentials are
given as the coproduct of identical skeletal maps. We get that s0 j Im P21 = s20. Assume
then that the theorem is true for j= k − 1. We then have sj−2 jIm P2j−1 = s2j−1. Let P, be
a component of P2j , with generator P . We have that sj−2  dj−1  dP(P) = s2j−2 
d2j−1  dP(P) by induction. So dj jP2j = d2j and sj−1 jIm Pj = s2j−1 and so by induction
we have the claim.
I now prove that j=d1j . Let P be a projective summand of P
1
1. Then d  dP=0 and
since @0 lifts N1 ! N2 we have @0  dP lies in the image of P21. So s0  d1  d2(P)2P21.
Thus d1 jP followed by projection onto P10 is just like the skeletal map; it follows that
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1 =d11. Now suppose inductively that j−1 =d
1
j−1. We have d
1
j−1  j=d1j−1  d1j =0.
Let P be a projective summand of Pj with generator P . (j−d1j )(P)2Z1j−1. However,
by construction both (j−dP)(P) and (d1j −dP)(P) must be in the span of our basis
for B1j−2. Since B
1
j−2 contains no cycles,
(j − dP)(P)− (d1j − dP)(P) = [(j − dP)− (d1j − dP)](P)
= (j − d1j )(P)
= 0:
Since j and d1j agree on generators they agree on P
1
j . This completes the proof of the
theorem.
3. A quantum Pieri rule
To begin this Section I identify a set of elements of the q-Schur algebra which
correspond to the maps of Akin et al. [1] and Hashimoto and Hayashi [9]. As
matters of notation, D are those matrices, A= (aij), with aij = 0 for i 6= j. Given
an r-tuple of nonnegative integers t = (t1; : : : ; tr) let tEi be the r  r matrix with 0
entries in every column but the ith and the ith lled with t1; : : : ; tr in order. We also
need the quantum binomial coecients:
[a]t = 1 + t +   + ta−1;
[a]!t =
aY
i=1
[i]t (with the convention that [0]
!
t = 1);

a
b

t
=
[a]!t
[b]!t[a− b]!t
for b a:
And last, in what follows many terms will be divisible by some power of q. Since q
is invertible the exact power will be irrelevant to us. In this situation, I will follow
the convention of symbolizing this power as q. Parts (1) and (2) of the following
proposition are modest alterations of Beilenson, Lusztig and MacPherson’s Lemma 3:2
[2] and part (3) is a recasting of Green’s Theorem 4.1 [7] in the language of Hashimoto
and Hayashi’s Theorem 6:23 [9].
Proposition 3.1. (1) Let A; B2 be such that B−Eij 2D with i< j. Then if
P
i agh=P
k bhk for all h; then
eA  eB =
X
k
q[akj + 1]qeA−Eki+Ekj :
(2) Let A; B2 be such that B − Eij 2D with i< j. Then if
P
i agh =
P
k bhk for
all h; then
eA  eB =
X
t=(t1 ;:::; tr)
 Y
k
q

akj + tk
tk

q
!
eA−tEi+tEj :
where the sum is over all r-tuples; (t1; : : : ; tr); with tk  aki and
P
tk = .
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(3) For i< j; let
@()ij =
X
fA2jA−Eij2Dg
eA:
Then the Weyl module (); with = (1; : : : ; n); has a presentationX
0<i<n
i<jn
0<tj
D(1 ;:::; i+t;:::; j−t;:::; n)E ! D(1 ;:::; n)E;
where the map on the (i; j; t)th summand is multiplication on the right by @(t)ij .
Proof. (1) Let f = E1E2   Er; f0 = E01E02   E0r be partial ags so that
(f;f0) represents C with eC some summand on the right-hand side of the equation.
We want to count the partial ags, ~f, so that (f; ~f) represents A and ( ~f;f0) represents
B. Now ~f must lie in the set
F = f f = E01   E0i−1U E0i+1 + U    E0j−1 + U E0j    E0rg;
such that dimU=E0i−1 = 1 and U 6 E0j−1, for this is exactly the set of all f such
that ( f;f0) represents B. For each such f, there is a unique minimal k( f) such that
Ep \ E0i = Ep \U , for p<k( f) and Ep \ E0i 6=Ep \U , for p k( f). Thus we clearly
have that akl = ckl except at one k, where aki = cki + 1 and akj = ckj − 1.
When can this last occur? Precisely when
dim
Ek−1 + (Ek \ E0j)
Ek−1 + (Ek \ [E0j−1 + U ])
< dim
Ek−1 + (Ek \ E0j)
Ek−1 + (Ek \ E0j−1)
or
Ek−1 + (Ek \ [E0j−1 + U ])) Ek−1 + (Ek \ E0j−1):
But since dim (E0j−1+U )=E
0
j−1 is one-dimensional, this corresponds to the lines LEk−1+
(Ek \ E0j); L 6Ek−1 + (Ek \ E0j−1). The number of such lines is
(q− 1)−1(qdim(Ek−1+(Ek\E0j ))=Ek−1 − qdim(Ek−1+(Ek\E0j−1))=Ek−1 )
= (q− 1)−1(q
P
g j a
0
kg − q
P
g<j
a0kg)
= q
P
g<j
a0kg(q− 1)−1(qa0kj − 1)
= q
P
g<j
a0kg [akj + 1]q:
(2) This follows from part (1) and induction. Let ~B be such that ~bij=1; ~b
0
ii=bii+−1
and ~b
0
gh = bgh otherwise. Then (e ~B)
 = [bij]!qeB. Thus part (2) follows from the usual
identities on binomial coecients.
(3) It is part of the content of Green’s theorem that D(1 ;:::; n)E has a basis consisting
of standard q-codeterminants eA  eA0 with
P
j a
0
ij = j. The radical of D(1 ;:::; n)E is
spanned by those standard q-codeterminants eA  eA0 with a0ij 6=0 for at least one i 6= j.
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Since we have the exact sequence
0! RadD(1 ;:::; n)E ! D(1 ;:::; n)E ! ()! 0;
I must show that the image of the putative relations is precisely RadD(1 ;:::; n)E.
First, D(1 ;:::; i+t;:::; j−t;:::; n)E  @(t)ij RadD(1 ;:::; n)E. Now D(1 ;:::; i+t;:::; j−t;:::; n)E is cycli-
cally generated by the q-codeterminant eA  eA, where A2D is the matrix with akk=k ; k
not equal to i or j and aii = i + t and ajj = j − t. The image of this q-codeterminant
is qeA  eB where B is the matrix agreeing with A except for bii=i and bij= t. Thus
D(1 ;:::; i+t;:::; j−t;:::; n)E  @(t)ij RadD(1 ;:::; n)E.
And to nish, I must show the reverse inclusion. Let eA  eB 2Rad D(1 ;:::; n)E. Choose
i minimal and a j 6= i with bij 6=0. Then bkk = k , for k  i by standardness. Let C
be the matrix that agrees with B at all entries except that cii = bii + bij and cij = 0.
Then eA  eC 2D(1 ;:::; i+t;:::; j−t;:::; n)E and (eA  eC)  @(bij)ij = qeA  eB and the proof
is complete.
In order to give a basis for the Weyl module attached to the bannered partition
(; i; t), we will embed it into the tensor product DtE ⊗ (). In order for this to be
eective we rst need a basis for this latter.
Theorem 3.2. Let =(1; : : : ; n) be a partition. The module DtE⊗() has a basis
consisting of standard q-codeterminants; eA  eA0 ; where
(1) agg = g; for g n;
(2)
P
a0gn+1 = t; and
(3) a0gh = 0 unless g= h or h= n+ 1.
Proof. For any dominant weight we have rankAq()=rankZ(). Thus by the classi-
cal Pieri rule the putative basis and the module have the same ranks. Now DtE⊗()
is surjected upon by the projective DtE⊗DE and this has a basis of q-codeterminants
consisting of eA  eA0 , where A0 is costandard and corresponds to a standard lling of
some shape  of content (; t). The proof gives an explicit enumeration of a basis for
DtE⊗() and a straightening rule which expresses every other element of DtE⊗DE
as a linear combination of this basis modulo DtE⊗ (the relations of ()).
I prove that unless a0gh =0 for 0<g<hm then eA  eA0 lies in the kernel of the
map DtE ⊗ DE ! DtE ⊗ (). Let A0 be a matrix failing this vanishing condition.
Choose k minimal and then l 6= k minimal so that a0kl 6=0. We then have that a0gg=g for
g k. Let bkk=a0kk+a0kl; bkl=0 and bij=a0ij otherwise. Then eA  eB @(a
0
kl)
kl =q
eA  eA0
is contained in the kernel of DtE ⊗ DE ! ()⊗ ().
Remark. This rule gives the classical Pieri ltrations. That is the module DtE ⊗ ()
has a ltration whose associated graded complex consists of a single copy of each
() with  gotten by adding t boxes to the diagram for  in which no two added
boxes lie in the same column.
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4. Weyl modules attached to Bannered partitions
The goal of this section is to give a class of modules satisfying the conditions
of Section 2. The modules are those attached to bannered partitions and their tensor
products with projectives. Of course, to satisfy the axioms, I must give a basis for
each such module and I will do so by embedding the Weyl module associated to the
bannered partition = (; i; t) into DtE ⊗ ().
Theorem 4.1. The Weyl module associated to the bannered partition = (; i; t) em-
beds into DtE ⊗ ().
Proof. The Yang{Baxter operator E is qR for the R matrix for sln as given by Jantzen
[10]. Thus we get the following commutative diagram where all horizontal maps, except
@(t)
i ~i
, are isomorphisms.
So the image of the Weyl map d is contained in the image of id ⊗ d.
And we use this to give a basis for the Weyl module attached to the bannered
partition.
Theorem 4.2. The Weyl module attached to the bannered partition =(1; : : : ; n; i; t)
has a basis of standard q-codeterminants of the form eA  eA0 with
(1) a0gg = g; for g 6= i;
(2) a0ii i;
(3)
P
a0gi = i + t; and
(4) a0gh = 0 unless g= h or h= i and g< i.
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Proof. We consider the image of the map DE ! DtE ⊗ () given by moving
across the top and then along the right-hand side of the previous diagram. Given
eA  eA0 2DE; A0 = (a0gh), we have that eA0  @(t)i ~i =
P
qEB, where the sum is over
those B= (bgh) which agrees with A0 except that there is a new ~i column with bg ~i =0
if g> i + 1;
P
bg ~i = t and bgi = a
0
gi − bg ~i. We have already determined that all such
eA  eB lie in the kernel of DtE⊗() unless bgg= g; g 6= i, and bgg= g; g 6= i. But
this requires that a0gg= g; for g 6= i and aii i. The remaining condition follows from
standardness.
To nish we need a class of short exact sequences
Denition. Let =(1; : : : ; n; i; t) be a bannered partition. The cowidth of  is
Pn
j=2 j.
Let KDE=fKE⊗D(bn+1 ;:::;bm)E:  a bannered partition, (bn+1; : : : ; bm) any compositiong.
For M = KE ⊗ D(bn+1 ;:::;bm)E 2KDE we say the cowidth of M is the cowidth of  and
the degree of M is jj+P bj.
Lemma 4.3. Every module; KE ⊗ D(bn+1 ;:::;bm)E in KDE; of cowidth greater than or
equal to 1 is the cokernel of an injection between two elements of KDE associated
to diagrams whose cowidth is one greater than that of .
Proof. Suppose  = (1; : : : ; n; t; i). If t = 0 then take i to be n. If i = i+1 permute
the rows so that the result is a bannered partition and i >i+1. Note that this shape
is still in D and the module attached to this new shape is isomorphic to that attached
to the old (the isomorphism being induced by the R matrix.) Let
 = (1; : : : ; i−1; i − 1; i+1; : : : ; n; t + 1; i);
= (1; : : : ; i−1; i − 1; i+1; : : : ; n; t + 1; i − 1):
Then there is an exact sequence of Weyl modules
0! KE ! KE ! KE ! 0
with the rst map induced by right multiplication by @(t+1)i−1i : DE ! DE, and the
second by the isomorphism DE ! DE.
We have that KE has a basis consisting of standard q-codeterminants eA  eA0
satisfying
(1) a0jj = j if j =2fi − 1; ig;
(2) a0i−1i−1 i−1;
(3) a0ii = i − 1,
(4) a0gh = 0 unless g= h or g< i − 1; h= i − 1;
(5)
P
a0gi−1 = i−1 + t + 1:
Similarly, KE has a basis consisting of standard q-codeterminants eA  eA0 satisfying
(1) a0jj = j if j 6= i;
(2) a0ii i − 1;
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(3) a0gh = 0 unless g= h or g< i; h= i;
(4)
P
a0gi = i + t:
and KE has a basis consisting of standard q-codeterminants eA  eA0 satisfying
(1) a0jj = j if j 6= i;
(2) a0ii i;
(3) a0gh = 0 unless g= h or g< i; h= i;
(4)
P
a0gi = i + t:
The map KE ! KE on the q-codeterminant eA  eA0 with
A0 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0    t1 0    0
0 2    t2 0    0
...
...
...
...
...
0 0    i−1 + ti−1 0    0
0 0    0 i − 1    0
...
...
...
...
...
0 0    0 0    n
1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
to qeA  eA00 with
A00 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0    0 t1    0
0 2    0 t2    0
...
...
...
...
...
0 0    i−1 ti−1    0
0 0    0 i − 1    0
...
...
...
...
...
0 0    0 0    n
1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
from which the exactness is immediately clear. Now tensoring with the at module
D(bn+1 ;:::; bm)E gives the lemma.
Remark. Thus the subcategory KDE and the map (KE⊗D(bn+1 ;:::; bm)E)=cowidth(KE⊗
D(bn+1 ;:::; bm)E) satisfy the axioms of the second section.
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